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Blackhawk Network
Blackhawk Network Holdings Inc. is a privately held company that operates in the prepaid, gift 
card and payments industries. Blackhawk sells branded physical and digital gift, phone, prepaid 
debit, and incentives cards online and through a network of global retailers.
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Blackhawk’s Business Challenge

In the late fall of 2020, Isometric Solutions recommended Blackhawk Network harvest Gift Card 
market intelligence using a series of staged consumer preference studies among 6,000 
respondents.  The work was accomplished in three phases:

• Existing Card Preference:  Maximum Difference Scaling studies were designed to accommodate the top 36 cards 
conducted leveraging 5 Max Diff tournament-tyle scaling experiments to understand Blackhawk’s existing gift 
card preferences. 

• Optimal Card Design:  This was followed by a two-phased exploration of potential gift card constructs.  A Discrete Choice 
study was conducted with 9 Max Diff experiments (one per category) to understand the relative preference of card attributes. 
Respondents were then engaged in a “free- will” Dream Gift Card Design exercise to understand what combination of card 
attributes consumers desired.

• Dream Card Designer: A custom simulation exercise was created to study the “free will” choices across all card combinations 
to understand the conditional probabilities of brand combinations (within category, across category and unrestricted).

What’s the fewest number of cards that appeal to the most customers and generate the most profit?
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Try - vs - Test
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For decades Blackhawk Network has enjoyed a profitable history designing and marketing a vast 
spectrum of gift cards through a broad set of distribution channels including grocery stores, 
convenience stores, big-box retail merchants, and now, our online store GiftCards.com.

• A Try: Our typical process has had us reviewing card financial performance at two sale 
season intervals and drop card that underperform.

• A Test:  designed to control for and eliminate unobservable factors that could confound elicit 
preference and allow us to establish causality and then with confidence, preemptively 
eliminate the production and distribution of cards that do not show relative appeal.

http://giftcards.com/


Consumer Card Preference Approach

Background

As of Fall 2020, BHN maintained well over 
100 different cards organized by a 

spectrum of themes.  Gift cards in some 
cases, sponsor just one partner, in other 

cases up to six or more.

Challenge

The key challenge was to determine what 
subset of existing card offerings is optimal 

such that it preserves consumer utility, 
drives sponsor traffic, satisfies channel 
volume requirements and boosts BHN’s 

profitability.

Solution: Max Diff Study
Test consumer presences for the top 36 Blackhawk gift 

cards. Create and field a tournament-stye design of 
maximum difference experiments in two waves.  4 waves 

of preliminary testing of 9 cards @ n = 1,500                      
+ 1 final round of the top 21 cards n = 1,500. 

Studies were fielded to Gen Pop representation of USA
Known Gift Card buyers

Analytics used Balanced Incomplete Block Experimental 
Designs – best for consumer research purposes because 
it produces a sufficient design assuring all items in a list 

are compared against all other items in a list.
Web interview of 9-12 Minutes 
Includes Unlimited Open Ends

Unlimited Reportal Banners
Deployed in English

Programming dynamic choice functionality 
Timing 6 weeks



Cards…



More Cards…



And  More Cards…



Conventional Approach – Not Good

Without sophisticated survey analytics 
most solve this question with a rating 
scale.  

Here all items are evaluated 
independently.  

Fatigue and response bias plague 
survey data sets as item test set get 
larger.
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Conventional Approach – Not Better

A somewhat better approach ranks 
items.  

Here items are evaluated 
interdependently, but fatigue from 
cumulative cognitive burden is 
exacerbating causing response bias that 
plagues survey data sets as item test set 
get larger.
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Maximum Difference Scaling - Best

MaxDiff, also known as best-worst scaling (BWS), 
is a choice-based measurement method 
developed by Louviere in 1987 at the University of 
Alberta.  Rather than asking a respondent to 
report one favorite choice among several 
alternative profiles, MaxDiff asks a respondent to 
report both a best and a worst choice.

JMP has adapted the MaxDiff platform with an 
analysis using the framework of random utility 
theory. A choice is assumed to have an 
underlying value, or utility, to respondents. The 
MaxDiff platform estimates these utilities. The 
MaxDiff platform also estimates the probabilities 
that a choice is preferred over other choices.
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Card Test Set

36 cards
78 unique brands
240 brand instances across the cards



Balanced Incomplete Block Design
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A custom user experience was designed to simulate a shopping experience by offering 
respondents gift card choices.  This can be tested live here ! Card Sort Quick Test

Consumer Card Preference Deployment
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https://quicktest.us.confirmit.com/confirm/wix/extwix/extquicktest_p639094477779.aspx?__qtkey=9a150fb670634cef8df212adc58f0d71&l=9


Conditional Logit Analysis
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Green bars represent those cards that had statistically significant more wins when compared to all other cards.  
Red bars represent cards that had statistically significant fewer wins compared to all other cards. 

Results with gray bars are not statistically significant.
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27. Happy Her

15. Holiday Favorites 1

25. Happy Father's Day

01. Happy Dining

04. Happy Moments

20. Happy Mother's Day

05. Happy Bday

21. Happy Holidays (Checker)

19. Happy Holidays (Snow / Red Header)

22. Happy Bday (dots)

28. Visa

16. Holiday Favorites 2
06. Happy Mom

17. Happy Holidays (Polar Bear)
18. Happy Holidays (Snow / White Header)

13. Happy Dad
12. Happy Student

30. Happy Birthday (green text)
07. Happy Just Because

36. The Choice Card (landscape)
32. Happy to Say Thanks

Marginal Utilities
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Card Metrics

Affinity Index Likelihood of 
Purchase Adjusted Value

Thinking through three lenses to understand which cards to keep and 
which to shed based on consumer feedback:



Max Diff preference statistics are published live in reportal for online interrogations. 
Illustrations below show card statistics and relative quadrant rankings.

Consumer Card Preference Deliverables
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Anatomy of a Gift Card
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Card Theme

Card Personalization

Card Conditions
Card Load

Card Brands

Gift Card constructs differ in many important ways…



Product Optimization Approach

Background

BHN markets gift cards with essentially 
limitless combinations of themes, 

denominations, personalization options, 
restrictions, and sponsors.   Some card 

constructions sell very well – other do not.

Challenge

The key challenge is to determine 
scientifically, in a controlled experiment,  

what gift card components are most 
attractive consumers. 

BHN Sponsor Discrete Choice
Preference Experiment

Comparison up to 243,000 different BHN card 
combinations

N = 2,000
Gen Pop representation of USA

50% Buyers of Gift Cards 
50% Recipients of Gift Cards

Discrete Choice Experimental Design
Web interview of 9-12 Minutes 
Includes Unlimited Open Ends

Unlimited Reportal Banners
Deployed in English

Programming dynamic choice functionality 
Deliverables: Exec Summary + Reportal + Simulator(s)

Timing 6 weeks



A custom experimental design interface, shown below, was created to examine preferences 
for various gift card constructions across four card attributes: Theme, Recipient, Conditions 
for Use, and Brand Category

Product Optimization Deployment
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BHN Discrete Choice analytics presented ranked in the model below left, derives the 
relative strength of attributes and attribute level simulation below right.

Product Optimization Deliverables
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Designed Experiment 
– vs –

Designed Exercise
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The Dream Card Designer
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A custom user experience was designed to simulate dream card creation.  This can be tested live 
here ! Dream Card Designer Quick Test

https://quicktest.us.confirmit.com/confirm/wix/extwix/extquicktest_p797208658457.aspx?__qtkey=a285e9419bde44489a99c94fcdb192e8&l=9


Three iterations of conditional probabilities show the next best paring for a brand within 
category, across categories and unrestricted. Comparison up to any combination of up to 250 
brands (3 were never picked). 

Market Basket Analysis
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𝐶(𝑛,𝑟)=?C(n,r)=?
𝐶(𝑛,𝑟)=𝐶(250,9)C(n,r)=C(250,9)

=250!(9!(250−9)!)=250!(9!(250−9)!)
=250!9!×241!=250!9!×241!

=9.087357513𝐸+15=9.087357513E+15
= 9,087,357,513,984,750

The Combinations Calculator will find 
the number of possible combinations that 

can be obtained by taking a sample of 
items from a larger set. Basically, it 
shows how many different possible 

subsets can be made from the larger set. 
For this calculator, the order of the items 

chosen in the subset does not matter.

Possible combinations



Three iterations of conditional probabilities show the next best paring for a brand within 
category, across categories and unrestricted. 

Market Basket Deliverables
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Last up, targeting consumers based on  brand cluster conditional probabilities.

Checkerboard
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